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UC Charity Trip (Our Identity, Our heart) 2019
By Mr. Srorn Korngty, Secretary of UCSS 12th Mandate

On 6th-7th January 2019, The University of Cambodia Student Senate (UCSS) gathered UCSS’s members
and students to organize a charity event. The purpose of the event was to bring the donations by GATSBY
Cambodia and our funds raised by UC’s students to Wat Chet Primary School.
Collectively, we contributed the following:
•  Study materials for 50 students
•  Textbooks for grades 1-4 (10 sets for each grade)
•  Teaching materials for teachers
•  3 Bicycles
•  200,000 riels in cash for Wat Chet Primary School and 120,000 riels in cash for Wat Chet.
After the donations, we taught students about hygiene and gave a short motivational speech. After that,
we continued to Kampot province. We went to the Kampot riverside and Duang Te resort in order visit
the natural resources preservation zone and see people’s living conditions. It was a memorable event for
participants because we learned from each other and enjoyed the charity trip by the UC family.
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Students’Study Tour to Kampong Chhnang Provincial Court
By Dr. Hem Sras, Dean for the College of Law
In addition to teaching theories at class, the College of Law
at The University of Cambodia (UC) arranged a study tour
to Kampong Chhnang provincial court on January 22, 2019
in order for the students to see the actual practice of law in
court. There were around 15 students from College of law who
participated in this study tour, which was led by Ms. Sath Thida,
a lecturer at the College of Law and also deputy prosecutor of
the Kampong Chhnang provincial court.
In this visit, the students participated in observing the hearing
of two criminal cases – one was relevant to the minor case,
and the other was about drug trafficking. However, the minor case was adjourned due to the absence of the
lawyer. Thus, the students only participated in the full observation of the second case. In observing the full
proceedings, the students learned:
- The importance of the judge’s and lawyer’s presence at the hearing;
- Knowing the trial process of criminal proceedings;
-  Knowing the role of the judicial police and experts in criminal hearings;
- Knowing how to prosecute suspects;
- Knowing how to use the law as grounds for prosecuting the suspects;
- Understanding the rights of the suspects;
- Knowing how to draw conclusions;
- Knowing how to appeal.
This study tour was warmly welcomed by the president and prosecutors of the Kampong Chhnang provincial
court. They advised and encouraged students to learn more. The students also thanked them for their advice
and the study tour. The study tour ended with friendly group photos.
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UC wins 2nd Place at the Role Play Competition
By Ms. Hout Chhungbouy, UCSS 12th Mandate President

On 27 February 2019, the UC Student Senate
(UCSS) joined a Role Play competition which was
conducted by the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts
under the topic “Youth for National Culture.” It was
the 5th year that UC had participated in the special
competition with many achievements accumulated
every year. The purpose of the event was to celebrate
the National Culture Day and directly promote
Cambodia Arts through the participation of youth in
the competition.
There were around 12 universities in Cambodia who
joined this competition. The University of Cambodia,
under the support of School of Creative Arts, wrote
a short story named “Youth for National Heritage”
and prepared the performance in order to join in this
competition.
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2019 at the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts

All the universities performed on stage in front of the judges, who were from different ministries, and
UC was awarded second place for the Role Play Competition 2019. UC received the silver trophy and
4,000,000 riel from the Ministry. The reward was handed over by Samdech Techo Prime Minister Hun Sen
and Samdech Kattibrittbindith Bun Rany Hun Sen on 6 March 2019 at Koh Pich Center.
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UC wins 2nd Place at the Debate Competitio
the Ministry of Cul
By Ms. Hout Chhungbouy, UCSS 12th Mandate President
During the month of February 2019, the UC Debate
Club (UCDC) joined a big yearly national debate
competition under the topic “Youth and Khmer Art”
which was conducted by the Ministry of Culture and
Fine Arts. This is 2nd year that we have participated in
the Culture Debate Competition. The purpose of the
event was to celebrate the National Culture Day and
directly promote the youth’s voice on what we can
do for Khmer Culture development and preservation
in light of globalization. ASEAN-EU cooperation
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and to examine significant achievements, strengths,
weaknesses, success and shortcoming of ASEANEU cooperation. Moreover it mobilized ideas and
discussed experiences, recommendations and
strategies for regional cooperation, peace, harmony,
and prosperity, and helped envision the way
forward for future ASEAN-EU cooperation. All
the student participants paid attention and carefully
took notes about the topics and actively joined the
discussions.

Student Zone

petition for National Culture Day at
lture and Fine Arts
This competition had 3 rounds and started from 11 February until 18 February 2019 which had 12
universities in Phnom Penh as the candidates. In the first round of the competition, UC beat RUPP and
then against BIU. In the final stage, UC competed with RULE and RUA, and UC won second place.
UC got the Silver Trophy and a 4,000,000 riel prize from the Ministry. The reward was handed over by
Samdech Techo Prime Minister Hun Sen and Samdech Kattibrittbindith Bun Rany Hun Sen on 6
March 2019 at Koh Pich Center.

The

UC Bulletin
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UC Students Volunteer as Young Ambassadors for Road Safety (UC-YARS)
By Ms. Kong Rathana, Director of the Office of University Registrar

According to a baseline survey conducted by AIP Foundation in July 2017, 60% of respondents driving
motorcycles reported using their mobile phone while driving. Distracted driving, drunk driving, and speeding
were determined as the primary causes of road crashes for youth in Cambodia and will be a major focus of
initiatives carried out by the student ambassadors. University-based education is a key component of Safety
Delivered, which aims to reduce distracted driving behavior among young people who are at a high risk of
road crashes.
The University of Cambodia has signed an MoU with AIP Foundation for a 1-year project implementation
for Road Safety Awareness “Safety Delivered Program”. UC is very happy to be involved with these
social activities to promote and save our people’s lives.
The first conducted Capacity building training workshop for Young Ambassadors for Road Safety (YARS)
was held at The University of Cambodia on 23-24 December, 2017 for 60 students from The University of  
Cambodia (UC) and Asia Europe University (AEU). For this program, Safety Delivered relied heavily on
its student ambassadors, who played a crucial role in disseminating road safety messages to their peers.
Representatives of Young Ambassadors for Road Safety (YARS) met with the General Secretariat of
National Road Safety Committee to discuss and get some ideas how our YARS could join the activities
with GSNRSC campaign.
Participation on the launching the campaign to reduce distracted driving behavior was presided over by
H.E. LCT. Moeun Mannavy, Secretary of State, Ministry of Public Work and Transport and Gen. Him
Yan, General Commissariat of National Police.
On Tuesday, April 3, 2018, The University of Cambodia Cambodian Red Cross Youth (UCCRCY), in
collaboration with the AIP Foundation, hosted a “Seminar on Educating the Public on Road Safety” at the
Conference Center of The University of Cambodia. A presentation about the Amendment of Traffic law
and Traffic was signed by Lt. Col. Eoeng Vannak, Deputy Director of Department of Traffic Police and
Public Order.
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UC-YARS has always conducted the Road Safety awareness and campaign to all students at the UC
campus, classrooms and parking places by sending out the leaflets, conducting quizzes and awards.
Our UC-YARS have attended the training courses and applied for motorcycle driving licenses at NCX
Honda Co., Ltd.
They have participated in the Workshop on Effective Communication to Youth Network for Road Safety
and Digital and Social Media.
They joined with AIP and N.C.X HONDA. Co. Ltd to conduct awareness for parents and students at
Hun Neang Boeung Trobek Primary School.
There was a quarterly meeting to review and plan for conducting the Youths Conversation awareness
and road safety campaigns in 4 districts in Phnom Penh.
They participated in the Youth Conversation awareness “How to reduce the cell phone while driving”
which was presided over by H.E. LCT. Moeun Mannavy, Secretary of State, Ministry of Public Work
and Transport and Gen, Him Yan, General Commissariat of National Police and H.E. Chek Lim, Deputy
General, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport.
UC-YARS were involved with the Campaign to the Communities outreach in Sras Chok and Doun
Penh.
They collaborated with AIP to conduct the Baseline Survey Questionnaire and End-line Survey
Questionnaire of the 1 year project implementation.
Every UC-YARS has received a Certificate of Appreciation for participating in these projects that were
presided over by H.E. LCT. Moeun Mannavy, Secretary of State, Ministry of Public Work and Transport
and Gen. Him Yan, General Commissariat of National Police and Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sport.
Even though the project has ended in 2018, our UC-YARS still keep in touch with AIP, UCCRCY and
other organizations involved in order to continue raising awareness in the community.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
UC Bulletin Vol. 37
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UC Wins 2nd Place in the Quiz Competition for Celebrating
the 60th Anniversary of Cambodia-China Diplomatic Relations
By: Mr. Vann Bunna, Student, College of Social Sciences

On 28 December 2018, The University of Cambodia,
represented by 4 International Relations students,
namely Ms. Sin Sina, Ms. San Kimnay, Mr. Chen
Heang and Mr. Vann Bunna from the College of
Social Sciences, won 2nd place in the quiz competition
for celebrating the 60th anniversary of CambodiaChina diplomatic relations (1958-2018).

(BIU), Royal University of Phnom Penh (RUPP),
Institute of Technology of Cambodia (ITC), and Prek
Leap National College of Agriculture (PNCA). UC
was one among the top 4 scorers, and then advanced
to the final round with PUC, BIU, and ITC.
In the final round, under the auspice of His
Excellency Khieu Kanharith, the four universities
tried to answer all the difficult questions. In the
end, The University of Cambodia won the 2nd place
prize while BELTIE International University won1st
place. The Institute of Technology of Cambodia
received 3rd place.

With the supervision of His Excellency Khieu
Kanharith, Minister of the Ministry of Information,
under collaboration between Cambodian National
Television (TVK) and the National Radio and
Television Administration of China, the quiz
competition was conducted with the aim to celebrate
At the end of the program, all the winners were
the 60th anniversary of Cambodia-China diplomatic
presented a token of appreciation. Noticeably, the
relations and to strengthen the traditional relations
program was conducted smoothly in a frank and
of both countries.
sincere atmosphere and each participant realized
The competition was divided into two rounds. the importance of such a competition as a platform
In the first round held on 24 December 2018, six for students and the public to be more aware of
universities competed, namely The University Cambodia-China diplomatic relations.
of Cambodia (UC), Pannasastra University of
Cambodia (PUC), BELTEI International University
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Outstanding Student
Name : Um Sovannreach
Major: International Relations
Term : 11
GPA : 4.0

1.What motivates you to get good grades?
My family is the first source that motivates me to go for good grades. I always wanted to help support my family and make
them proud since I was a child. In addition, my dream is the second factor that motivates me to achieve good grades. I want
to study abroad especially in a European country. Thus, I think good grades will help.  
2.What is your strategy to get good grades?
The tip actually is very simple. First, it’s about paying attention to the lecturer’s explanation. Sometimes, we can get even more
information beyond the lessons and theory because the teacher may share their life experiences or various information that can
help us broaden our knowledge. Moreover, at the end of the day, I always make sure that I summarize all the lessons and read
all the study materials for tomorrow’s class.
3.What teacher has inspired you the most?
I received a lot of inspiration from my teachers during this degree. However, what inspired me the most were my teachers
inspiring me to become a good leader. The term leader here doesn’t refer to only leading people, but the main focus is to lead
ourselves in the right direction. I always keep my Moral Philosophy teacher’s speech in mind that success begins with you
when wisdom leads you to the right path.
4.What’s your best memory at UC?
My best memory at UC is my “Urgent Family. It is a group of 16 members. We call it a family because besides sharing
knowledge, improving each other weaknesses and helping members to achieve better grades, we are always be there together
through thick and thin.  We share sweet and bitter memories together with a family spirit.
5.What’s your favorite thing to do outside UC?
I love spending time reading books. It’s the source of knowledge. It help us enlarge our knowledge and get to know more
about the outside world. In addition, I love to join various events to learn more about the society and also to improve my
communication skills as well.
6.What are your future goals?
As mentioned earlier, I want to pursue my degree in one of the European Universities. Once I graduate with my Bachelor’s
degree, I want to gain more experience from work and then I will use it to continue my degree.
7.What advice would you give to students who want to be more successful next term?
There are some useful tips that I want to advise to all juniors. Firstly, you have to make sure that you pay attention to your
lecturer and take notes during class. Secondly, please get yourself ready for all the quizzes and exams. Don’t be in a rush in the
last minute. Thirdly, I would like to suggest you to develop a reading habit. It will help you understand well about the lessons
as well as widen your knowledge. Next, I would like to recommend you to do volunteer work, whether it’s in school clubs, an
organization or in the community. It will help improve your soft skills and guide you to the future career you love.

The

UC Bulletin
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TALK

7.Have you taken advantage UC’s vast alumni
network and services (UC Alumni Association, UC
Alumni Reunion, etc.)? Which ones?
8.What career advice would you like to give to
students to better prepare them for the real world?
9.Can current UC students/alumni contact you for
career related advice? How should they contact
you?

Mr. Lim Kimhourt
UC College/School: LAW
Year of Graduation : 2017-2018
Major : LAW
1.What did you like most about UC?
2.What did you think of your program’s facilities
such as available technology, resources, laboratories
and classrooms?
3.Was there a faculty member, staff, or fellow student
who made a lasting impression on you or helped you
when you were here at UC? How? Why? Please be
specific.
4.Did you participate in any UC events, activities,
clubs or organizations? If so, what was your
experience?
5.What was your most memorable moment as a
student of the University of Cambodia?
6.What is your current job? How did your experience
at the University of Cambodia help you obtain and
succeed in this position?

The

Answers
1.In UC, there were a lot of experienced lecturers and
outstanding students. Moreover, the building was so
nice and had comfortable rooms.
2.As I have mentioned above, the programs were so nice
and there were a lot of projects for the students such as
the International New Year.
3.There were a lot of UC Staff that I remember, especially
lecturers. Like lecturer Than ChanChamnam who gave
me the idea about law.
4.I joined the International New Year program, which
provided me management skills because I had to manage
the project and tasks that were assigned to me.  
5.First, UC shaped me to be a hard-working student.
Second, I was studying in a challenging environment
and I met a lot of outstanding students; therefore it made
me become like one of them as well since I hung out
with them often.
6.I am working as an Assistant Secretary of State; I
can apply my experience from UC to my current job,
such as management skills, English language skills, and
interpersonal skills.
7.I have taken experience from Ms. Kong Rathana who
is the University Registrar and Assistant to the University
President.
8.I would like to advise the students at UC to improve
their skills like English language and management skills
to help find a job.
9.They can contact me via this Email:limkimhourt1996@
gmail.com; I am happy to answer any questions.   

UC Bulletin
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Inquiry-Based Learning Approaches for Both Public and Private School Teachers
By Dr. Nhor Senhei, Dean of the College of Education
The College of Education (CoE) hosted a workshop entitled  
“Inquiry-Based Learning Approaches for both Public and
Private School teachers’’ at The University of Cambodia (UC)
on November 4, 2018. The CoE team, guest speakers and a
moderator collaborated to serve the participants to provide
new knowledge about how to apply inquiry-based learning
approaches for both public and private school teachers. Ms
Cham Chamroeun, an experienced Senior School Coordinator,
focused on the topic “What is Inquiry-Based Learning
Approach?” Mr Or Thim, our second speaker who serves as
Deputy Khmer General Education Manager, explained “How
to use Inquiry-Based Learning Approaches” The moderator,
Ms Oum Sokunthy, who is the Manager of the Research and Development Unit, coordinated the process
of the workshop.

The speakers’ presentations were very informative and reliable, and participants also listened to the ideas to
add to their existing knowledge and also to use them in their real practice at their working places. Finally,
the event ended with smiles and gratitude. The CoE team handed out certificates and gifts to the guest
speakers and moderator.

The

UC Bulletin

If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or
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UCCRCY Attends the RUPP Blood Donation Drive
By Mr. Prak Sopheara, President of UCCRCY
On March 20, 2019, Mr. Prak Sopheara, President
of UCCRCY, and Mr. Lim Kimhourt, VicePresident of UCCRCY, attended the RUPP Blood
Donation under the theme of “Show Your Love of
Blood Donors Today” organized by RUPPCRCY.
The event was presided over by His Excellency Pit
Chamnan, Committee Member of the CRC, and
His Excellency Hun Many, President of the Union
of Youth Federations of Cambodia-UYFC, with the
participation of Mr. Som Ratana, Vice President of
RUPP and faculty, students and representatives from
University Red Cross Club in Phnom Penh.
In the opening ceremony, H.E. Pit Chamnan
conveyed a courtesy message from Samdech
Kittipritbanh Bun Rany Hun Sen, President
of the Cambodian Red Cross, presiding over the
distinguished guests, and all members present
here were healthy, abundant, wise, energetic, and
committed to humanitarian and social work. This
event has been actively attended as a humanitarian
activity of the Cambodian Red Cross since the
establishment of youth clubs in 2010 until now.
H.E. also stated that the need for blood grows every
day. Through this activity, CRCY showed the public
that young people have been greatly appreciated by
the masses, and their contributions will greatly help
society.
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Special Program: Tree Planting, Thailand Room Inauguration, Th
“Thailand’s Foreign Policy
By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center
H.E. Dr. KAO Kim Hourn mentioned that he
appreciated Thailand’s chairmanship of ASEAN in
2019. He then stressed that the blossoming Rumduol
tree represented cordial friendship with the Royal
Thai Embassy, The University of Cambodia, and
the two respective countries.
In the wake of a tree planting ceremony, Excellency
Thai Ambassador Panyarak Poolthup and UC’s
President H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, officially
co-inaugurated the Thailand Room on the 10th
Floor. During the inauguration, His Excellency
Ambassador Panyarak Poolthup expressed his great
On 9 January 2019, The University of Cambodia
pleasure and enthusiasm to see Thailand Room, and
(UC), represented by the ASEAN Study Center,
he was very appreciative of the University for such
in close collaboration and partnership with the
a lovely room for Thailand.
Royal Thai Embassy in Phnom Penh, organized
a special program, including a Rumduol Tree
Planting ceremony, Thailand Room Inauguration,
Thai Language Launching and the ASEAN
Ambassador Lecture Series addressing ‘Thailand’s
Foreign Policy and ASEAN Centrality.’ Over 90
students, UC faculty members and management
team attended the distinguished public lecture and
the official inauguration of ‘Thailand Room’ on the
10th Floor of the UC Building.
H.E.
Panyarak
Poolthup,
Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Kingdom
of Thailand to the Kingdom of Cambodia and H.E.
Dr. KAO Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees and President of the University
of Cambodia, accompanied by the ASC Director,
Dr. Chhun Vannak, and the UC Executives, coplanted a traditional Khmer Rumduol tree in front
of the UC’s Building. At the tree planting ceremony,
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hai Language Launching and ASEAN Ambassador Lecture Series:
y and ASEAN Centrality”
H.E. Ambassador Panyarak Poolthup and
H.E. Dr. KAO Kim Hourn raised the curtain to
open the nameplate of the Thailand Room and
cut the red ribbon for the official inauguration of
the Thailand Room. His Excellency Ambassador
Panyarak Poolthup signed the UC guest book and
photos were taken and uploaded to the UC website,
and the event was broadcasted live in the UC
Facebook.
At the ASEAN Ambassador Lecture Series,
Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN
Study Center, provided his warmest welcome and
greetings to H.E. Thai Ambassador Panyarak
Poolthup and his delegation once again to the public
lecture on ‘Thailand’s Foreign Policy and ASEAN
Centrality.’ After the ASEAN Ambassador Lecture
Series, H.E. Panyarak Poolthup and the UC’s
Representative co-launched the Thai Language
Program at the UC’s School of Foreign Languages
on the 4th Floor. During the event, Excellency
Ambassador expressed excitement and his strong
hope that the Thai language would be a popular
foreign language at the University, and all of the
students and staff would be able to master the Thai
language when he could visit the UC again. The
special program ended with great joy and fruitful
cooperation and friendship between the ASEAN
Study Center, The University of Cambodia and the
Thai Royal Embassy in Cambodia.
International Day of Non-violence.

Book Drive for the 				
ASEAN Study Center
The ASEAN Study Center (ASC) would like to announce a book drive to create UC’s very own  ASEAN
Library. Donated books related to ASEAN Nations’ domestic and international affairs will make a lasting
impact on the UC community.   It makes a huge difference to have such books at our center in order for
students to learn from the many admirable ASEAN leaders that have helped transform our dynamic ASEAN
Community. As we count down to the ASEAN Economic Community, the ASEAN Study Center (ASC) will
do all we can to help raise awareness and understanding of our diverse community.
If individuals or institutions would like to donate resources to help build ASC’s capacity to promote ASEAN
awareness, please take a few minutes to come visit our center.  Dr. Chhun Vannak, our Director, is always
available to set up a visit for you, or to answer any questions you may have. Please don’t hesitate to call him
at 070-538-510, or email him at director_asc@uc.edu.kh.
UC Bulletin Vol. 37
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Special Program: Timor-Leste Room Inauguration
“Sharing Experience on Peac
By Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of the ASEAN Study Center

On 25th January 2019, The University of Cambodia Felicidade de Sousa Guterres signed the UC’s guest
(UC), represented by the ASEAN Study Center, book, and the activities were broadcast live on the
in close collaboration and partnership with the UC’s facebook page.
Embassy of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste,
organized a special program on the Timor-Leste
Room Inauguration and the ASEAN Ambassador
Lecture Partner Series entitled ‘Sharing Experience
on Peacebuilding and Statebuilding.’ Around 200
students and UC faculty and management team
members attended the distinguished public lecture
on the 5th Floor and the official inauguration of
‘Timor-Leste Room’ on the 6th Floor of the UC
Building.
H.E. Ms. Felicidade de Sousa Guterres, Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Democratic
Republic of Timor-Leste to the Kingdom of Cambodia
and Mr. Keo Chhea, Dean of the Techno Sen
School of Government and International Relations,
on behalf of H.E. Dr. KAO Kim Hourn, Founder,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President
of The University of Cambodia, accompanied by
the ASC Director, Dr. Chhun Vannak, and the UC
Executives, co-inaugurated the ‘Timor-Leste Room’
on the 6th Floor. Then, Excellency Ambassador
Ms.
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Upon the official opening of the ASEAN
Ambassador Partner Lecture Series, Dr. Chhun
Vannak representing H.E. Dr. KAO Kim Hourn
expressed his warmest welcome and greetings with
great enthusiasm to   Her Excellency Ambassador
Felicidade de Sousa Guterres and her diplomats
to the public lecture on ‘Sharing Experience on
Peacebuilding and Statebuilding.

UC in Action

n and ASEAN Ambassador Partner Lecture Series:
ebuilding and Statebuilding”

Addressing the participants of the public lecture, H.E.
Ambassador Felicidade de Sousa Guterres explained
the peacebuilding and statebuilding process of TimorLeste from a history of the Portuguese colonization.
She continued to describe a peacebuilding process
with an emphasis on the intervention from the United
Nations, including the United Nations Mission in
East Timor, an International Force for East Timor
(INTERFET), and the United Nations Transitional
Administration in East Timor (UNTAET).
It is important to note that Timor-Leste has applied
for ASEAN membership since 4 March 2011.
The country is a member of the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund. In terms of an intergovernmental organization, Timor-Leste is a member
of the Community of Portuguese Language Speaking
Countries (CPLP), founding member of g7+ group
of fragile states and continues to fund the group and
host its secretariat.
At the conclusion of the ASEAN Ambassador
Partner Lecture Series, H.E. Ms. Felicidade S.
Guterres and the UC’s representative exchanged high
appreciations, gifts and expressions of enthusiasm
with the everlasting cooperation on a number
of areas, including educational exchanges, joint
projects on green growth, education and sustainable
development.
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THE THIRTEENTH MANDATE ELECTION OF THE UC

On January 26th, 2019, The University of Cambodia
held the Thirteenth Mandate Election of The UC
Student Senate highly presided over by H.E. Samraing
Kamsan, Member of the Board of Trustees of The
University of Cambodia (UC) in the Conference Room
of the University of Cambodia-UC.
i. Opening Remarks

13th mandate.

To begin, H.E. Samraing Kamsan, Member of
the Board of Trustees and Vice Chair of Election
Committee for the 13th UCSS Mandate of The
University of Cambodia, gave his welcoming remarks
to all candidates and electoral participants in the event,
and his speech focused on how the election for 13th
mandate is part of a long, historical movement for
UCSS, as it started over 13 years ago in 2006.

ii. Brief Report by the President of 12th UCSS
Mandate
Then, Miss Hout Chhungbouy, the President of
12th UCSS Mandate, talked about how their mandate
included 60 people, including both official and volunteer
students, as well as the number of main projects and
other activities held inside and outside the university
which they had completed during the whole year 2018.
These included 1) UC Happy Day, celebrated in the
mid of February, 2) UC Green World 2018 which
was celebrated at the end of March, 3) Khmer New
Year celebration which was celebrated in early April,
4) UC Gratitude Day in July, 5) UC Football Male
Tournament 2018 which was celebrated from August
to October 2018, and 6) UC Charity Concert 2018
which was celebrated on 24 December 2018.
Finally, she expressed his gratitude toward H.E Dr.
Kao Kim Hourn and The University of Cambodia for

Then he acknowledged his appreciation for 12th
UCSS’s members who fulfilled their rules and duties
successfully, as they have actively been involved
in social affairs, volunteerism, community events,
traditional performances, workshops, public forums,
conferences, debates, and other competitions on behalf
of The University of Cambodia and Cambodian society
as well. Moreover, he was looking forward to see the
potential students who are going to become the UCSS
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Finally, he also thanked the good leadership and
full support of H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and President of
The University of Cambodia (UC) as well as faculty
and students who participated in the events.
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supporting the UCSS
12th mandate for
helping to complete
these many projects,
and she also thanked
the faculty and staff
of The University of
Cambodia for always
giving good advice for
all the projects. After that, she showed a video on all
the activities of the UCSS 12th Mandate completed
during the year.

Then Ms. Pheakphea Socheata thanked all voters
who voted for her as the President for the 13th UCSS
mandate, and she promised not to make the voters
hopeless with her leadership. She will continue the
strong points of the 12th UCSS mandate and further
develop them. Moreover, she will try to find new ideas
or projects for her mandate and lead new members as
well as collaborate with previous members in order to
make a difference. Finally, she said we will become
part of UC’s big family and work hard together and
harmoniously for the whole year for her mandate and
try to do her best to make the team successful.

iii. Electoral Campaign, Voting and the Counting of
Electoral Votes
Dr. Y Ratana, facilitator of the election, read the names
of all the candidates and general procedures and
conditions for the election. After that the campaign
started; each candidate had 3 minutes and then the
voting began. Finally, the committee started counting
the electoral votes and found the results as followed:

v. Closing Remarks
After a brief report about the process and results of
the election, H.E. Samraing Kamsan, Member of the
Board of Trustees, said congratulation to all the winners
in the 13th mandate election for The University of
Cambodia Student Senate-UCSS, and he also thanked
the president and all members of the 12th mandate of
UCSS for their hard work and all their achievements
on their projects. He also said that he was glad to see all
1. Ms. Pheakphea Socheata gained 55 electoral     the abilities of new mandate. They are young but they
votes and won as a President of UCSS
have high commitment. He thanked the committee for
2. Ms. Then Chandavy gained 34 electoral and creating this event and wished every one the best of
votes won as a Vice President (Administrative luck.
Affairs)
Finally, he encouraged students to participate in UC
3. Mr. Pheakphea Sokphanavuth gained 60 activities and the 13th Mandate Election came to an
electoral votes and won as a Vice President end at 12:30pm.
(Technical Affairs)
4. Ms. Chum Sodalin gained 67 electoral votes and
won as a Treasurer
5. Ms. Van Punlueraksmey gained 55 electoral   
votes and won as a Secretary
There were a total of 108 voters, with 97 valid electoral
votes and 11 invalid electoral votes.
iv. Remarks by New Mandate President
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UC Welcomes Students from “Room to Read”
By Mr. Hor Kimheng, Deputy Director of OPACA

On January 29, 2019 The University of Cambodia hosted students from the Room to Read Organization. Room
to Read brought 155 participants who are in grade 12, their guardians and the Room to Read working group. The
visit started with an introduction to The University of Cambodia presented by student volunteers from various
colleges and schools as well as the team from The University of Cambodia. In addition to the introduction, the
team also stated in the presentation about the importance of pursuing higher education especially for female
students in order to become a strong foundation for our country in the future. The team also toured students
around The University of Cambodia and organized a special performance from The University of Cambodia
Student Senate which most of the students were astonished by. To encourage female students to pursue higher
education, the working group from The University of Cambodia prepared a special prize for two students - a
70% scholarship under the generous sponsor from H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder and President of The
University of Cambodia. In the end, everyone enjoyed their visit to The University of Cambodia and we hope
that all of them will pursue higher education, especially at The University of Cambodia.

The
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Career and Employment Presentation
On 30 January 2019,
Wing Bank Limited,
in collaboration with
The University of
Cambodia, conducted a
presentation on “Career
and Employment with
Wing Bank Limited”
which was held in the AirAsia room. The purpose of
doing this presentation was to provide job opportunities
for UC students who want to have some working
experience during their time at University. Before
the presentation started, Dean Gina V. Lopez, Vice
President for International Affairs, delivered a speech

on the importance of the event. The event was divided
into three different sessions gave a lot of information
related to the job opportunities, job descriptions
and requirements. Moreover in the last session, they
included the Strategy for Success at work for students
who want to balance working and studying. At the final
sessions, students asked questions to the presenters and
some of them shared their experiences on the challenges
of studying and working at the same time.

Introducing The Tony Fernandes School of Business . . .
The Tony Fernandes School of Business (formerly known as the College of
Management) has consistently been one of the largest schools at The University
of Cambodia. With more than ten years of proven success in preparing its
students for the labor market, The TFSB emphasizes five key elements for its
students: #Entrepreneurship #Leadership #Technology
#Creativity and #Innovation. Come see why national and
international employers consistently seek out The TFSB
graduates!

Scan to connect to our facebook page here 
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Pinpeat Orchestra Music Presentation
By Mr. An Sopheak, Dean of the School of Creative Arts
The Pinpeat orchestra is a very loud and dynamic style
of music that is energetic, and it contains several
different instruments. The harp, a string instruments, is
one of the loudest, though nowadays they use stereos
and drummers as well. There were several musicians
who collaborated and played multiple songs for the
audience. During the performance, the audience
listened closely to the enchanting music and appreciated
all the different sounds that came together to produce
beautiful music.
On Friday, March 22, 2019, from 5:30 pm to 7:30 pm,
the Creative Arts School of Cambodia collaborated
with Cambodia Living Arts and hosted the Pinpeat
Orchestra Presentation at The University of Cambodia.
Over one hundred UC students, faculty, and staff,
enjoyed the performance which was held on the first
floor of the campus.

The School of Creative Arts (SCA) was founded on April 26, 2018 under the leadership and guidance
of His Excellency Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, Founder, Chairman of the Board of Trustees and President of
The University of Cambodia. SCA primarily consists of three parts: (1) Music and Songs (2) Dancing
and (3) Drama. SCA will offer certificate programs, Associate’s Degrees, and Bachelor’s Degrees, all of
which have curricula that are designed to meet national and international standards. This will help
ensure that students will become professional artists, teachers, and leading researchers. For the new
Academic Year 2018-2019, The University of Cambodia is offering several scholarships. For more
information, please contact the Office of Admissions, Information, and Registration.
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Miss Universe Cambodia 2019 Tour at UC
By Mr. Hor Kimheng, Deputy Director of OPACA

On the morning of 13 March 2019, The University
of Cambodia hosted a welcoming session with 25
candidates from Miss University. This visit was to
pay homage to The University of Cambodia for being
such a great partner in this program. The candidates
of Miss Universe Cambodia 2019 visited around
the campus while being warmly welcomed by the
staff members as well as the students. This visit also
inspired students at The University of Cambodia to
join the next competition, opening up new possibilities
for the students to explore the field. The University
of Cambodia welcomes any program that helps its
students to build any necessary skills for their future
as one of the strong human resources in Cambodia.

At the end of event, Dean Gina V. Lopez delivered
the closing remarks and thanked the candidates for
coming and for highlighting women empowerment
through the competition.
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UC Attends the Celebration of the 40th Anniversary of the Victory
over the Genocidal Regime
By: Dr. Chhun Vannak, Director of ASEAN Study Center
On Friday, January 4, 2019, the UC Cambodia Youth Red Cross joined the Mixed Arts Show, which celebrated
the 40th anniversary of the 7th January Day of the victory over the genocidal regime. The event was held at the
Royal University of Agriculture and was presided over by H.E. Dr. Nguon Nhel, First Vice President of the
National Assembly of the Kingdom of Cambodia
There was a big performance that highlighted past images of Cambodia and the Pol Pot Regime, which was a
terrible era of Cambodia’s past. It also showed how Cambodia survived and established peace which has lasted
until today. The event inspired the next generation to strengthen their solidarity to keep peace for Cambodia’s
future development.

UC Attends Kick-off Meetings in Austria for a New Research Project
By Mr. Travis Mitchell, Director of the Council for Research and Creativity
On 15-18 January 2019,
Mr. Travis Mitchell,
Director of the Council for
Research and Creativity,
and Dr. Nhor Sanhei,
Dean for the College of
Education, attended the
kickoff meetings for the
new CONTESSA project
in Graz, Austria. CONTESSA, short for Contemporary
Teaching Skills for South Asia, is a 3-year research
project among six partner universities: The University
of Cambodia, Pannasastra University of Cambodia,
University of Colombo, Open University of Sri
Lanka, University of Graz, and Technical University
of Dresden.
The project aims to further the development of
teaching skills in Cambodia and Sri Lanka through
carefully selected partnerships with institutions of
higher education and local educational organizations.
Cooperation between the EU and partner countries
will focus on addressing the challenges faced in these
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countries, developing applicable and measurable
solutions and integrating the relevant ethnic and
cultural considerations into the process. The overall
goal of CONTESSA is to establish a teacher education
program that will ultimately equip current and future
teachers with the skills needed to develop a wide
range of didactic methods which they can in turn use
to engage, empower, and educate students. There
will be impacts at the institutional, local, regional,
national, and international level, and The University of
Cambodia is looking forward to launching this project
with the other partners.
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“National Conference on Voluntary National Monitoring Report 2019: The
Implementation of Cambodia’s Sustainable Development Goals 2016-2030”
By Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies

On 31 January 2019, Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies
at The University of Cambodia, attended the national conference on voluntary national
monitoring report 2019 under the theme “The Implementation of Cambodia’s
Sustainable Development Goals 2016-2030” organized by the Ministry of Planning at
the Himawari Hotel, Phnom Penh.
The main purpose of the conference was to review the progress to date of all Cambodian SDGs, with an
in-depth review of the six prioritized SDGs including education, decent work and growth, reduced
inequalities, climate action, peace and institutions, and SDG partnerships.
The conference recognized that it is early in the implementation process, thus sustained efforts are needed.
More importantly, both challenges and opportunities in implementing CSDGs 2016-2030 were focused on.
Three key challenging issues are:
•  Resourcing and economic underpinning of the CSDGs
•  Overarching threat posed by climate change
•  Several governance dimensions to be addressed
The conference was smoothly conducted and ended with fruitful results. Cambodia recognized that there
is more to be done if the country wishes to fulfill its ambition in achieving the CSDGs. The parties of the
conference agreed to sharpen the focus on implementation through the prioritization of actions, enhancing
governance, effective resourcing, and building genuine partnerships.

The 5th Cambodia’s Science and Engineering Festival
By Mr. Hor Kimheng, Deputy Director of OPACA
From 21 to 23 February 2019, The University of Cambodia joined the exhibition of the 5th Cambodia’s
Science and Engineering Festival (CSEF) at Olympic Stadium which was organized by the STEM
Cambodia Organization supported by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport. This exhibition was part
of the top priority of the government to help Cambodia become a high middle-income by 2030. The
University of Cambodia took this chance to showcase all the colleges and schools with all the majors
available for high school students to choose from. In addition to that, the team also took the chance to
spread the existing scholarship information available such as for government officials as well as for teachers
as a part to help strengthen the human resources. The majority of the participants were high school students
from various areas in Phnom Penh as well as nearby provinces. There were over 25,000 participants in this
exhibition and The University of Cambodia booth received an overwhelming number of visitors, especially
from the students.
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UC Attends a Cultural Performance Commemorating the 60th Anniversary of Diplomatic Relations
between Indonesia and Cambodia

By Mr. An Sopheak, Dean of the School of Creative Arts

In the evening of February 13, 2019, Mr. An
Sopheak, Dean of the School of Creative Arts, and
Mr. Pay Chheng How, Dean of the School of
Foreign Languages, represented The University of
Cambodia to attend a cultural performance for
commemorating the 60th anniversary of diplomatic
relations between Indonesia and Cambodia. This
very special event was presided over by Preah
Karuna Preah Bat Sâmdach Preah Bâromneath
Norodom Sihamoni, the King of Cambodia. The
event, which was entitled "Cultural Arts Show
Together" was held in the Bronze Hall which
included a procession accompanied by the royal
family and government dignitaries, as well as many
foreigners.
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This event was celebrated to commemorate the 60th
anniversary of Cambodia and Indonesia for having
good diplomatic relations in terms of long bilateral
socio-cultural relations, dating way back the 9th and
10th centuries. There were many performance shows
from the Cambodian and Indonesian artists. With
this special occasion, our majesty king Norodom
Sihamoni was pleased with the all performances
and it was a very exciting night.
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UC Attends the Training on “Enhancing and Developing the Ecosystem

and Entrepreneurship Planning”

By: Mr. Prak Sopheara, Deputy Director of the Office of Planning
Developing science, technology and innovation in
every province and city would help strengthen
planning and development, so we must create a
process of implementation in order to generate the
results we expect.

On 15 February 2019, Mr. Prak Sopheara, Deputy
Director of the Office of Planning at The University
of Cambodia, attended the training on "Enhancing
and Developing the Ecosystem and Entrepreneurship
Planning" at CKCC. H.E Chhay Than, Senior
Minister and Minister of Planning and Permanent
Vice Chairman of the National Council for Science
and Technology, delivered the opening remarks.
Participants included ministry representatives,
national and international delegates representing the
Institute of Science and Technology Policy (STEPI),
relevant institutions of the Republic of Korea and
the Office of the South-South Cooperation of the
United Nations, and representatives of other
companies.

The Senior Minister continued that the Dynamic
National Ecological System is a fundamental and
essential foundation for rapid and sustainable socioeconomic development. The success of the
development in both the quantity and quality of
entrepreneurship is an integral part of the ecosystem.
The broad development of entrepreneurship is an
indispensable part of the digital economy, the main
task of the second rectangle "economic
diversification" of the Royal Government's
Rectangular Strategy Phase II.

He added that the General Secretariat of the National
Science and Technology Council of the Ministry of
Planning is collaborating with the Ministry of
Science and Technology (MSIT), the Science and
Technology Policy Institute (STEPI) and the relevant
institutions of the Republic of Korea together with
the Office of Cooperation at the United Nations. The
business development initiative based on this
technology, starting with a small center at the
Ministry of Planning, is mainly aimed at building
The Senior Minister said that the workshop was
capacities, linking national and international
organized to create a platform for national,
support, and sharing experiences for broader
international, private, state and private engagement
business development.
at the national and sub-national level, with
representatives from the Department of Planning.
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It is my privilege to welcome you to our new school, the School of Foreign Languages (SFL) at The
University of Cambodia (UC)! Established in early 2018 and recognized by the Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sport (MoEYS), the School of Foreign Languages trains students in a wide range of languages
in both non-degree and academic programs. The School consists of six language programs and offers
courses in Chinese, English, French, Japanese, Korean and Thai with a special focus on the study of the
language, communication, literature and culture. Students specializing in these areas will be fluent in a
chosen language, exposed to cultures that are diverse from their own and will have learned to negotiate
these cultural differences through the study and applied research of language and literature. In addition to
the above languages, other languages will be added accordingly to meet the market’s needs.
The School of Foreign Languages provides many interesting and up-to-date courses, mainly in English, to
students and equips them with an in-depth knowledge and soft skills for life-long learning. The disciplines
in the School play an important role in the global need for communication between people in the 21st
century, not only in Southeast Asia but also with the rest of the world. Therefore, we believe that our wellstructured curricula and qualified faculty members will enable our graduates to successfully be recruited to
high-paid jobs and serve the society at their best.
In addition, graduates from the School of Foreign Languages will have expanded personal horizons: they
have access to the literature of other cultures as a means for personal enrichment. This promotes life-long
learning through encouraging critical thinking and a broadening of the individual’s perspectives through
the exposure to other cultures.
We are very pleased to invite students, parents and guests to visit our Facebook page, website
or campus or contact us at (855) 23 993 274, 23 993 276, 060 3333 46 or 093 777 991 to
obtain more information about our study programs, and we really appreciate your tireless
support.

We wish you good health and success!
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The University of Cambodia (UC) would like to announce that it is embarking on an
ambitious five-year fundraising campaign to secure $300 million so that we can provide
even more opportunities to young Cambodian scholars across the country and ensure
that every young person, despite his or her financial background, has access to quality
education and a brighter future.
This campaign, which will run from 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2023, coincides with our
15th anniversary and is designed to support UC’s academic mission, vision and roadmap
by emphasizing the following key areas: prioritizing students in pursuing their academic
and professional goals; focusing on research, innovation and creativity; raising the
standards of teaching and academic quality; and building modern learning and research
environments.
The University of Cambodia has identified eleven key areas
where funding is most needed in order to ensure that the University
continues to deliver quality education and academic excellence for Cambodian youth:

Donors may contribute any type of capital or funds. Donations may also be in-kind, including computers,
books, supplies, or other resources, or donors may provide their time or skills. Donors are also encouraged
to make yearly pledges in order to maximize their impact.
For more information about donating to the UC Funding Campaign 2018-2023, please
contact Ms. Chan Sreyroth at the Office of The University of Cambodia Foundation.
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Report on the 15th Annual CamTESOL Conference
By Mr. Kor Chhaihong, Head of the Department of English
From 16th-17th February, 2019, several other a lot about the four macro skills teaching strategies
instructors and I at SFL, namely Phlot Mlaichan, and teaching methodology. The strategies included
Prum Rotana and Chhao Povepolin, were assigned extensive reading through digital technology, speed
to attend the 15th Cam TESOL conference at the reading, good lesson planning, using speaking to
Institute of Technology of Cambodia. It was a great reinforce students’ language input, dealing with
conference featuring plenary talks and panel unfamiliar vocabularies in texts, listening for key
discussions by world leading experts in the ELT information, and presentation skills.
field, with over 450 featured and parallel
presentations by 400+ speakers from approximately
39 countries. It also had unique social and cultural
networking events and exhibitions by leading
publishers.

There were various topics on teaching grammar,
reading, writing, vocabulary and speaking to adults
and young learners, and research topics on
presenters’ papers. Some presenters were natives,
including from Asia and Africa. During their
presentations, several presenters made participants
laughed and interested in their active, interesting
presentations.
Throughout the conference, participants could learn

Overall, the conference was academically fantastic
with a joyful atmosphere. It mainly shared a lot of
knowledge and experiences regarding different
successful teaching and learning methods. Of
course, the participants look forward to attending
next year’s conference to broaden their teaching
capacity for quality education.

Introducing...

			

Partners of UC

The University of Cambodia understands the importance of cultivating meaningful relationships locally
and internationally, and thus is excited to announce the implementation of a new program called, Partners
of UC. This program aims to expand the UC family to include organizations and institutions throughout
Cambodia and abroad, who support the mission, spirit and purpose of UC. Collaboration between Partners
and UC will be mutually beneficial, and will create a large network of innovative individuals that can be used
to support personal, institutional, and national development.
Partners of UC will be invited to speak to students, faculty and staff regarding their individual
specialties, display products on campus and at UC events, and offer internships or employment to our talented
students. In addition, Partners are encouraged to work alongside UC management to develop and enhance
university curriculum and human resource development.
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UC Attends the Training on “Enhancing and Developing the Ecosystem

and Entrepreneurship Planning”

By: Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies
From 21st to 24th February 2019, Dr. Suy Sareth, Dean of The School of Undergraduate Studies at The
University of Cambodia, attended the Japan-Cambodia Kizuna Festival 2019 under the theme “Experience
Together”, which took place at the Cambodian-Japan Cooperation Center (CJCC).
The festival is an annual event co-organized by the Embassy of Japan, Cambodia-Japan Cooperation
Center, and the Japan Foundation Asia Center since 2012 for the purpose of introducing traditional and
modern culture of Japan to Cambodia and promote cultural exchange between the people of the two
counties.
Various events were organized during the festival including:
•Culture related program
•Japanese language related seminar
•Exhibition
•Special shows
The three day event was successfully held with more than 21,000 people participating in different activities
and days. All participants had a great time and appreciated the opportunity to learn and have a better
understanding about Japanese and Cambodian cultures through joining the festival, and looked forward to
attending in the event again next year.
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Hun Sen Pearang High School Exhibition
By Ms. Kong Sokkheang, Deputy Director of OARI

On February 23, 2019, the Office of Planning and Office of Admission, Registration and Information went to
Hun Sen Pearang High School located in Prey Veng Province. We were invited by Room to Read Organization
to distribute information about all majors, degree programs and scholarship offers at The University of
Cambodia. There were around 1000 people who participated, including Room to Read members, government
officers of Prey Veng province, public speakers, and university and high school students. We all delivered
the UC flyers and also gave 30 minute presentations to each class and to a big hall as well. The event was
conducted for the full day, from 9:00am until 5:30pm.
In the morning session, UC did a presentation on “Study and Career Orientations for Women” for 150
students, equally divided between Grade 11 and Grade 12. In the afternoon, UC hosted a short workshop
on UC information, particularly about scholarships, majors, study programs and study counseling for 250
female students who were studying in Grade 10 from Pearang High School and Svay Ontor High School. We
promoted the UC Facebook page, Instagram and UC website to all students so they can get more information
about UC, especially scholarships.
During the workshop we met and talked to the principal of Hun Sen Pearang High School for future cooperation.
He said that he was interested to bring Grade 12 students to visit UC and tour around. He said that he hoped
that we can cooperate in the future. At the event, the students really had fun and thanked UC for providing the
interesting workshops and information. They mentioned they were pleased to attend and really hope for a UC
tour, especially the grade 12 students.
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UC Attends the Annual Meeting to Evaluate MoEYS’ Academic Year
By Dr. Nhor Senhei, Dean of the College of Education
On 25-27 March 2019, Dr. Nhor Sanhei, the Dean of the College of
Education, attended the Annual Congress to evaluate the achievements
of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport (MoEYS) of the
Academic Year 2017-2018 and to participate in the orientation of
the Academic Year 2018-2019 at the Institute of Technology of
Cambodia.
The congress started with Opening Remarks by H.E. Hang Chuon
Naron, Minister of MoEYS, which was followed by the Opening
Speech from H.E. Kiti Niti Kosal Bandit Bin Chhin, Standing Deputy
Prime Minister, Minister in Charge of the Office of the Council of
Ministers.
Over the next few days, there were several speakers who delivered excellent presentations which focused on
the increase of educational quality in Cambodia, building the human resources, and ensuring the sustainable
growth by providing good supervision, teaching and learning. The speakers came from the government, school
principals, teachers, and others in the field of education.
At the end of the Congress, there was a summary, recommendations for key issues and a path for future directions.
Then, Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei Techo Hun Sen, Prime Minister of The Kingdom of Cambodia, delivered
the closing remarks and presented the Honorary Samdech Techo Sen Awards to outstanding school directors,
teachers of grades 1, 2, and 3 in mathematics and Khmer language.
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Workshop on “Cambodia and the Belt and Road Initiative:
Opportunities, Challenges and Perspectives”
By: Ms. Rim Lihour, Assistant to the College of Social Sciences

On 6 March 2019, students from the College of Social Sciences at The University of Cambodia attended a
workshop on “Cambodia and the Belt and Road Initiative: Opportunities, Challenges, and Perspectives”, jointly
organized by the Royal Academy of Cambodia and the Research Centre for Sustainable Hong Kong from the
City University of Hong Kong. The event was held at the Royal Academy of Cambodia.
The workshop was presided over by H.E. Dr. Sok Touch, President of the Royal Academy of Cambodia, and
lectured by Professor Linda Chelan Li, Professor of Political Science and Director of the Research Centre for
Sustainable Hong Kong from the City University of Hong Kong
The aim of the workshop was to exchange perspectives and information on the Belt and Road Initiative between
Cambodian and Chinese scholars and researchers to find out about challenges and opportunities of the Belt and
Road Initiative for Cambodia.
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UC attends the 1st National Consultative Workshop on National Plan Action
Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (NAP-DRR) 2019-2023

By: Mr. Sok Sovanchandara, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Humanities

On April 5, 2019, Mr. SOK Sovanchandara, Associate Dean of College of Arts and Humanities, attended
the 1st National Consultative Workshop on National Plan Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (NAPDRR) 2019-2023 at Phnom Penh Hotel, which was presided over by H.E. Yin Khunphoy, SecretaryGeneral of National Committee for Disaster Management (NCDM), Representative of H.E. Nhim Vanda,
Ph.D. Senior Minister, First Vice Present of NCDM.
This National Consultative Workshop was aimed at providing an overall key achievement and challenges
of the National Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (NAP-DRR) 2013-2018, developed by the Council
of Minster under the coordination of the Secretariat of the National Committee for Disaster Management
(NCDM), and at collecting comments and suggestions from concerned stakeholders for developing
National Plan Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (NAP-DRR) 2019-2023. It was a joint effort of
both local and international body in revitalizing National Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (NAPDRR) 2019-2023 for the benefits Cambodian people.
The key features of this National Consultative Workshop were the presentations made by local and
international counterparts in keeping each other informed about the progresses, challenges and issues
facing the National Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (NAP-DRR) 2013-2018 and taking forwards
new ideas and initiatives for future implementation. Group discussions were assigned with optimal time
of collecting ideas before sharing to the audiences.
This National Consultative Workshop produced fruitful outcomes regarding collective comments and
suggestions to further implementing the National Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (NAP-DRR)
2019-2023 even more effectively.

The
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If you wish to provide articles, comments, complaints, or suggestions for the improvement of the UC Bulletin, or
you would like to apply for a student internship, please contact Mr. Travis Mitchell, at director_crc@uc.edu.kh
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UC Media Students Visit TVK Station
By Leang Sopheakphalkun, Assistant of the College of Media and Communications
On January 24, 2019, 20 students from the College of Media and Communications (CMC) of The University
of Cambodia had a study tour to TVK station to learn about the history of the state-owned TV station, news
production and broadcasting.
Students of batch 1 of CMC were cordially welcomed and had the great opportunity to learn not only about
new broadcasting equipment being used but also the process of news content development.  

The tour at TVK amenities was introduced by Pang Nath, Deputy Director of TVK, who presented about
its history from the past to present on how news content was collected, produced and broadcast in the live
room, technical rooms, and studios.

This was not the first time that media students from The College of Media and Communications had the
opportunity to learn practical experiences outside the class rooms. They even practiced how to write and
cover journalistic news in the field outside news outlets.
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FOUNDATION
Request for Scholarship Funding

T

he University of Cambodia (UC) is requesting
funding to support its UC Scholarship Program.
A large majority of potential Cambodian
university students are unable to afford the tuition
fees to attend a local university, so the Scholarship
Program is critical to alleviate this major obstacle to
self-advancement. At the same time, funding for the
Scholarship Program helps the university to cover its
operating expenses and maintain its high academic
standards.
Although much development progress has been
made in the past two decades, the consequences
of Cambodia’s recent history continue to limit
the formation and development of skills among
Cambodian youth, particularly those most affected by
exclusionary factors such as poverty, gender, ethnicity,
and geographic remoteness. The UC Scholarship
Program is a targeted effort to support the educational
development of high-achieving Cambodian students
across the country, so they can develop the necessary
skills and competency to become knowledgeable
employees and engaged citizens.
At this time, a large majority of Cambodian students
need financial assistance to pursue and complete their
higher degree programs and have other enriching
educational opportunities. Roughly 80 percent of
the 3,000+ students enrolled at UC are on full or
partial scholarships, made possible by generous
donors. The university anticipates that this figure
will remain high for several years until a majority of
Cambodian families are financially secure enough
to make this investment on their own. Additionally,
there are currently no government agencies or private
institutions that offer student loans to Cambodian
students to help them pay for university tuition, living
expenses, or learning enrichment opportunities that
include research, internships, and teaching.

The university is seeking financial and in-kind
donations to create more scholarships for students
in need. Scholarships are awarded to students who
score highest on a competitive exam targeted towards
impoverished students, students from rural areas,
ethnic minority students, and female students.
Funding in the Scholarship Program will substantially
help UC raise the standards for research, critical
thinking, innovation, and problem solving—the
ultimate goal is for UC students to be marketable not
only in Cambodia, but also regionally and globally. By
providing access to high-quality learning opportunities
for students, as well as emphasizing fluency in the
English language for students in the International
Track, UC trains and prepares its students to make
strong, positive contributions to Cambodian society
through social and economic development.
If you would like to contribute to the UC Scholarship
Program and give students across the country the
opportunity to live their dreams and change lives,
please contact UC Foundation representatives to help
give the gift that matters most, a higher education.
Ms. Chan Sreyroth
Director of Accounting & Finance
The University of Cambodia
director_finance@uc.edu.kh
The University of Cambodia FOUNDATION
Northbridge Road  P.O. Box 917  Sangkat Toek Thla  
Khan San Sok
Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia  Tel: (855-23)
993-274  Fax: (855-23) 993-284
www.universityofcambodiafoundation.org
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Supporters
Thank you to all individuals and institutions who have lent their support to The University of Cambodia. We hope to have included a
complete list of those who have made financial and in-kind contributions to UC, and express our sincerest apologies to any individual or
institution we have forgotten. If you have contributed to The University of Cambodia and are not present on the list, please write our editor
at Bulletin@uc.edu.kh so we can add your name in the next edition.

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS
Dr. Haruhisa Handa, Chairman, International Foundation for Arts and Culture

IN-KIND DONATIONS
Arunreahnovkampuchea		

Mr. Ork Bora

Apsara Authority		

I’m ACE		

Australia Awards

Kalinga International Foundation		

Bandithsakphea Tith Sarunreth

KK Singh		

Bel Sopheabandithbokloy			

Ministry of Tourism		

Cambodia Magazine		

Mr. Chang Phula

China Embassy		

Nisith Ung Mathavy

Dr. Kao Kim Hourn		

Phikkho Vath Teth

General Department of Taxation		

QS		

General Secretariat of the Senate		

Royal University of Phnom Penh		

Health Time Magazine

UNCTAD

The University of Cambodia

FOUNDATION

